Zala Springs Golf Resort

Studio Apartment
Hungary, Zalacsány

€117.600
Ref: PG-2033

These fully-furnished studio apartments offer more than an average holiday home: in addition to the "five-star"
environment and services, the apartments provide you a unique quality of life and a long-term return guarantee!
There are a total of 28 studio apartments in the building. The apartments have been constructed with nearly 3
metres of ceiling height. The large windows and spacious balconies overlooking the lakes, hills and golf courses
make for an incredible view. The elegantly furnished apartments feature air conditioning, double beds, a fridge and a
large flat-screen TV, and each room has a modern built-in kitchenette. We recommend these apartments especially
for our customers who would like to invest, as their rental result in an optimal return due to the ever-increasing
popul...
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Property Description
Location: Hungary, Zalacsány
These fully-furnished studio apartments offer more than an average holiday home: in addition to the
"five-star" environment and services, the apartments provide you a unique quality of life and a longterm return guarantee!
There are a total of 28 studio apartments in the building. The apartments have been constructed with
nearly 3 metres of ceiling height. The large windows and spacious balconies overlooking the lakes,
hills and golf courses make for an incredible view.
The elegantly furnished apartments feature air conditioning, double beds, a fridge and a large flatscreen TV, and each room has a modern built-in kitchenette.
We recommend these apartments especially for our customers who would like to invest, as their
rental result in an optimal return due to the ever-increasing popularity of the Resort and its services.

Studio Apartments
Room: 23,30 m2 - 35,64 m2
Bathroom: 4,10 m2 - 6,30 m2
Seperate toilet: 00,00 m2 - 2,00 m2
Terrace: 00,00 m2 - 24,54 m2
Prices: 117.600 EUR - 164.600 EUR

Investment model:
Annual 5% rent guarantee*
10 years maturity*
1-2% extra bonus return based on the Resort’s annual occupancy
100% common cost discount for the first two years
High-quality real estate management service and consulting
2 weeks free of charge own use per year and additional residency options
Additional discounts on golf courses, wellness and restaurant services
all-inclusive, high-level hotel-style service, restaurant, reception, laundry and ironing service,
parking, transfer service,
security service 0-24 hours, all year round.
Positive increase in value**
* The exact terms and conditions are enclosed in the rental agreement.

**Over the past 2 years, a 35% increase in value has been achieved on the basis of rise in sales prices

For more information or private viewings, please contact us.

Zala Springs Golf Resort is part IMG Prestige, an elite network of 200+ courses that feature leading
golf clubs and partners from across the world, many of which have a close association with IMG.

Additional Info
For Sale

Beds: 1

Baths: 1

Type: Apartment

Living Area: 29m2

Investment property

2 weeks free of charge own use

Additional discounts on golf

per year

resort

Wellness

Restaurant

Annual 5% rent guarantee

all-inclusive high-level hotelstyle service

Bar

Features
Frontline golf

Golf views

Gated complex

Modern style
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Walking distance to amenities

